
Dear Katy & Pat Angello and CCHS Class of 1987, 

I would like to thank you sincerely once again for your generosity! I was deeply 

touched to receive such an honor and I greatly appreciate your support. 

The Circuit City gift card helped me tremendously and alleviated some of my 

financial pressures. I was able to purchase the computer that I needed to support the 

main CAD programs I work with and required by my major. It further motivated me to 

continue working hard and truly impacted my performance in school. I was able to 

accelerate and become recognized among my colleagues for my ability to quickly model 

what I envision through software.  

Throughout my youth, I was always inspired by the build environment and loved to 

design, create and build.  Driven by my premature interest in architecture, I took 

architectural and engineering classes in Cherry Creek High School, where I designed and 

built a model of a residential house, as well as a bridge model for a weight load test. 

Since then, it became clear to me that architecture is my true calling in life. This led me 

to graduating bachelors with honors in Environment and Design with emphasis in 

architecture at the University of Colorado – Boulder, where I have accelerated due to 

my passion, dedication, and ability to work under pressure and meet deadlines. My 

future plans include earning a Master Degree in Architecture and becoming a licensed 

professional who serves communities with functionality, harmony, and innovation. 

 

Once again, I am thrilled and grateful and I will never forget the generosity of 

CCHS Class of 1987. Cherry Creek High School will not be as prestigious as it is today 

without the legacy of excellence established by the classes that have come before mine.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

~Toni~ 

Antoaneta Bodurova 

 

Phone: 303.931.3813 

bodurova@colorado.edu 

6441 South Robb Ct. 

Littleton, CO 80127 
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